The Kendall DL™ Lead Wire System

Make a positive impact on the environment
and your budget.
The Kendall DL™ lead wire system is more than just a cable and lead
wire system to us. It’s a promise to protect patients, to protect the
environment and to protect your bottom line. As the manufacturer that’s
also a reprocessor, we strive to give you everything you need today to
see sustained success tomorrow. That’s The Kendall DL™ lead wire system.

Consistent value | Committed inventor y | OEM support | Like -new quality | Reduced waste

The problem with most reprocessors
Many limit the amount of products you can buy, leave your supply chain inconsistent and require different SKUs for
the same product. That’s why it pays to partner with a reprocessor that’s also an OEM and a logistics provider.
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National yield averages are 40%,
so most hospitals miss out on
60% of the value of reprocessing*

Reprocessing with Cardinal Health means
Consistent value
Our blended-pricing model delivers a mix of new and reprocessed
product.

Committed inventory
No need to monitor what is collected or what can be purchased
since we are an OEM and reprocessing company.

helps guarantee

SUPPLY

OEM sales support & service
New and reprocessed products have one point of contact
for seamless service.

Like-new quality
As the OEM, we know The Kendall DL™ lead wire system best.
That means our reprocessed products meet the same rigid quality
standards as our new products.

Reduced waste

602K

pounds of medical waste
diverted in 2017 alone*

Reprocessing protects the environment and means collection
services can match hospital needs without disrupting patient care.

Learn more at cardinalhealth.com/electrocardiography

*Internal data available upon request.
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